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Building a better Harrow for the many, not the few
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OUR VISION
FOR HARROW
As part of my role as Leader of the Council,
I have spent a lot of time talking to groups
and residents from across Harrow and I’ve
been listening to the concerns people have.
They have included dealing with Harrow’s
housing crisis, ensuring Harrow is a safe
and fair place to live and standing up for
Harrow against the unfair cuts from the Tory
government. So I’m pleased to be able to
introduce this Labour manifesto for the local
elections, which deals with these concerns.
In these times of huge cuts, I’m very proud
of the work done by Harrow Council since
Labour took control in 2014. This manifesto
is not only a blueprint for the future but
shows how far we have come. And yet the
journey isn’t over. Over the next four years
we will need to go further and faster in
making Harrow a fairer place, where people
feel safe and secure as we deal with the
housing crisis. But all of that is at risk. A
Tory council will ruin that progress and send
Harrow backwards.
A Labour-run Harrow council will always
mark its success on how it delivers for the
most vulnerable in our society. I am clear
that this will be our top priority. In everything
we do, we will always ensure that those
that need our support the most will get it. A
Labour-run Harrow Council will never forget
that.
Harrow has not been immune to London’s
housing crisis. House prices are far too high,
rents take up too much of people’s income,
and we don’t have enough council homes.
We need to deal with this. A Labour council
will be tougher on landlords that overcrowd
houses or keeps them in a dangerous or poor
state. We will expect the highest standards
on any new builds in Harrow, especially on
fire safety; never should we see a repeat

residents get ‘first dibs’ on any new housing
developments on council land, making sure
they are truly Harrow homes for Harrow
residents.
While Harrow remains one of the safest
boroughs in London, with a low crime rate,
I know the fear of crime remains high. One
crime is one too many in my book, and a
Labour council will work with the police and
other agencies to keep you safe, and bring
crime down.

of Grenfell Tower. We will use our powers
to make sure that not only do developers
live up to their obligations in providing
affordable homes, that those homes are truly
affordable to Harrow residents. Alongside a
Labour government we will restart a major
council house building programme making
sure that housing stays a basic human right,
not a luxury for a few.
Our regeneration programme will build a
better Harrow, and we will make sure the
correct infrastructure is in place too. A
Labour council will campaign to ensure the
Tory government stops its ideological cuts
to the NHS so there are enough GPs and
hospital places for our growing population.
We will also make sure that we spread the
benefits of our regeneration to all Harrow
residents. We will ensure that Harrow

A Labour council will stand up for Harrow
and the needs of our residents. We will fight
this Tory government’s cuts to our NHS and
schools. For our residents with the lowest
incomes, social security payments can
mean not having to choose between heating
and eating. But for too many, Tory cuts to
these payments mean not having enough
money to get by. This is not the Harrow I
want to live in, and it is not the Harrow a
Labour-run council will allow. We will fight
Tory austerity in Harrow, wherever it arises.

This election will be a real choice. A choice
between a positive, outward-looking future
for Harrow or a Tory inward vision. A choice
between the cruel pro-austerity Tory party or
an anti-austerity pro-public service Labour
party. A choice between a Labour vision of
helping all residents meet their aspirations
or a Tory party where you are on your own.
A real choice between a Labour party that
is for the many or a Tory party that is for the
few.
Cllr Sachin Shah
Harrow Council Leader

Having pride in Harrow means ensuring it
stays clean. Across Harrow we have seen an
increase in fly-tipping and littering. A Labour
Harrow council will be tough on those that
make Harrow dirty. We will find those that
fly-tip and litter and we will fine them.
The Tory vision for Harrow is a sad one. They
want to see Harrow become a place where
the council does very little. Services will
be privatised and provided by companies
whose aims are profit, not public service.
The Tories will cut staff pay. The people that
will suffer from Tory cuts are those most in
need in society, who will have to fight for
themselves.
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INTRODUCTION
SADIQ KHAN - MAYOR OF LONDON

OUR KEY PLEDGES
TO YOU

Dear Harrow Resident,

As a Labour council we will build a better Harrow for the many, not the few.

As the Mayor of London, I am proud of the
work that the Labour-run Harrow Council
has done over the past four years. Harrow is
one of the best places in the country to get
a high-quality school place and the council
secured a ‘Good’ Ofsted rating for their
children’s services. Labour has helped more
than 500 young people into new jobs and
apprenticeships in the last four years and
has built the first council homes in Harrow
for over 30 years - offering much-needed
housing for local residents.

Together, we will:

From City Hall, I am delivering step-free
access at Harrow on the Hill and Sudbury
Hill stations. My Transport Strategy will
make public transport more affordable,
support London’s economic growth and
create a fairer, greener and healthier city. We
are investing record amounts in improving
transport capacity - with new rail lines, more
frequent tube services, thousands of new
clean buses and more accessible stations.
I am planning a new West London Orbital
rail line - supporting jobs and growth locally.
I have made travel fares more affordable
by freezing all TfL fares until 2020 and
introducing the new unlimited Hopper bus
fare.
I am working closely with Harrow Labour to
tackle the housing crisis. I’m pleased to see
commitments to build more council homes,
which is exactly what London needs. I
have introduced the new Rogue Landlord
and Agent Checker - naming and shaming
unscrupulous private landlords.
Londoners’ safety is my top priority. In
order to truly tackle the rise in crime, the
Government needs urgently to invest in

Harrow

Build Harrow homes for
Harrow residents
- ensuring you and your family get first priority on new housing
developments, and building 500 council houses to tackle the housing
crisis.

our police forces so we can significantly
boost police officer numbers. I am doing
everything in my power to tackle crime which is rising across the UK - by restoring
real neighbourhood policing and prioritising
the most vulnerable Londoners, especially
victims of violence and sexual offences.
I can only do all of this because Labour
won the mayoralty in 2016 - and the great
work of Labour-run Harrow council only
happened because Labour won the local
elections in 2014. Harrow is the most
marginal Labour borough in London and
every vote counts. This manifesto shows
the vision that is needed for this city, and
I’m proud to endorse it.

Keep Harrow clean
- taking a zero tolerance approach to fly-tipping and antisocial behaviour
and cracking down on those that make our borough dirty and landlords
that overcrowd houses.

Revitalise our
local economy
- supporting small businesses, securing new jobs, apprenticeships and
local facilities, including a new library in central Harrow.

I encourage all Harrow residents to vote for
the Labour candidates in the local elections
on 3 May. They will deliver a Harrow you can
all be proud of.

Protect our vital public services
against Tory cuts

Sadiq Khan
Mayor of London

- defending our local NHS services such as Alexandra Avenue and
Northwick Park, and supporting our police, fire services and schools
against the cruelty of austerity.
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OUR PRIORITIES
FOR HARROW
Local government is under unprecedented
attack. Since 2010 our budgets have been
cut at a far greater rate than any other
part of the economy. The chart opposite
shows the extent of cuts we have faced as
a local authority: a 97% cut in our central
government grant since 2014.
This matters because whilst there is always
much talk of roads, bins and potholes, what
we deliver in the council is overwhelmingly
focused on those most in need: the Local
Government Association forecasts that by
2019/20 two-thirds of what councils spend
will be on adults’ and children’s social care
and homelessness and planning.
And so when the cuts have hit, they have hit
hard. As the LGA’s Resources Board says:
“Local government in England faces a £5.8
billion funding gap by 2020. Even if councils
stopped filling potholes, maintaining parks
and open spaces, closed all children’s
centres, libraries, museums, leisure centres,
turned off every street light and shut all
discretionary bus routes they still would not
have saved enough money to plug the gap.”
We are under relentless pressure. This has
been compounded by related cuts to our
health service, where NHS waiting times
have gone up significantly locally, and cuts
to the police service, as well as other vital
public services. But we are determined to
continue to serve you and deliver the very
best possible future under these nearimpossible circumstances. Pragmatically,
and with Labour principles at the heart of
everything we do, over the next four years
we will do our best to build a dynamic and
vibrant Harrow.

This manifesto has been made by the many,
for the many. We have consulted far and wide
across Harrow and our local Labour Party
members, using the best of our collective
talents to determine our future vision.
Since late summer 2017, we have engaged
through social media, surveys, workshops,
meetings with local key stakeholder groups,
Harrow Labour Group meetings, and three
Constituency Labour Party consultation
events.
Our vision for Harrow is of a borough that
is forward-looking, not a dormant suburb,
but a place with a strong, proud and diverse
cultural identity. We will put Harrow at the
forefront of innovation, constantly improving
how your public services are delivered, to
help us meet the swingeing funding cuts we
have faced. And most importantly, the vision
we put forward for Harrow is a borough that
is tolerant, compassionate and fair: where
no-one, old or young, is left behind; where
those in need are properly supported; and
where those who can give a little bit more
back. A Harrow you and your family can be
proud to call home.

We will use the following priorities to
guide us in this endeavour:
• Building a better Harrow for now and
future generations, providing new
affordable housing, local facilities, jobs,
and apprenticeships
• Fighting inequality, low pay, poverty and
homelessness in our borough
• Bringing pride to our borough by
celebrating and furthering our local
assets, especially our food culture
• Helping future generations and younger
people thrive, specifically through
tackling debt and providing arts and
culture
• Campaigning to defend and, where it is
within our control, investing in our vital
local public services such as: Northwick
Park Hospital; our polyclinics and walkin-centres; our schools; our police and
fire services; and the NHS

• Supporting
our
local
economy,
encouraging
entrepreneurship
and
making Harrow a great place to work
• Tackling crime, fly-tipping and antisocial
behaviour hotspot areas with a proactive
“zero tolerance” approach
• Using innovation and technology to
deliver the best value council services
for you
• Being prepared to say “enough is
enough”: central government cannot
continue to put vital services such as
adult and children’s care at risk.
Cllr Antonio Weiss
Manifesto Co-ordinator

97% cut to the Central Government
grant received by Harrow Council
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1200 years of history
at the refurbished
Headstone Manor
& Museum

HARROW - THE BEST BOROUGH
FOR YOU AND YOUR FAMILY
Despite relentless Tory cuts we have worked
tirelessly to help make Harrow the best
place for you and your family to live.
Since 2014 we have:
• Helped over 500 young people into new
jobs and apprenticeships
• Issued over 8,000 fines for littering, to
fight back against those who do not
value our borough
• Invested in our parks with new cafés and
tennis courts, planted trees, improved
sports pitches, created new green gyms,
and improved our open spaces, helping
make Harrow a better and healthier
place to live
• Secured a ‘Good’ Ofsted rating for our
children’s services - placing Harrow in
the top decile of performing boroughs
in the country, with the bottom decile of
funding levels
• Kept our promise of keeping council tax
increases below inflation
• Run and supported our brilliant
Community Champions in Harrow
• Run the Harrow’s Heroes awards,
celebrating the best of our borough
• Successfully
supported
the
refurbishment of Headstone Manor &
Museum
• Cleaned up hotspot fly-tipping alleyways on “unadopted service” roads, and
tackled the root causes of these
• Invested millions of pounds in our roads
and pavements across the borough
• Restarted the iconic Harrow HalfMarathon annual event
• Run outreach programmes with the
universities of Oxford and Cambridge for
over 1,000 students in Harrow

As a Labour council we will:
• Implement a once-in-a-generation
£1.75bn regeneration of Harrow:
• creating 5,500 new homes for you
and your family;
• building council houses for the first
time in a generation, focusing on
affordable homes;
• creating 3,000 new jobs;
• starting
over
100
new
apprenticeships a year;
• building a major new library in
Harrow town centre;
• building a new school at the old
Kodak site; and
• constructing a new civic centre in
Wealdstone
• Deliver new schools, GP practices,
facilities for vital services such as the
police and invest in your borough
• Build ‘Harrow homes for Harrow
residents’ by ensuring Harrow
residents have ‘first preference’ on
the new homes being built on council
land as part of our regeneration
programme, and by working with
developers to ensure new homes
are lived in and not used as empty
financial assets
• Continue our drive to make Harrow
smart, clean and tidy, by ensuring we
have the right resources in the right
place at the right time
• Work with the Mayor’s office to make
London a National Park City
• Invest in District Centres to improve
the local offer and economy of Harrow
• Make Harrow a food and culinary
destination focused on Asian cuisine:
celebrating our fantastic food assets
and attracting new and exciting
eateries
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• Provide attractive bars, restaurants and
leisure activities around Harrow Square
• Invest in services that support the police
to target crime hotspot areas and clamp
down on drug dealing and antisocial
behaviour, making Harrow safer for you
• Give our residents an active and
influential voice in our regeneration plans
through the Community Investment
Levy
• Provide under-21 year olds with cultural
and enrichment activities as part of our
new local facilities
• Adopt a ‘zero tolerance’ approach to
fly-tipping, with significantly increased
fines for those guilty of abusing our
borough
• Celebrate reading by encouraging free
library enrolment of children and adults
in the borough
• Expand our park user groups to put
power back into the hands of our
residents
• Celebrate arts and culture in Harrow,
including
events
and
education
programmes
at
the
refurbished
Headstone Manor Museum and
throughout the borough. By maintaining
our support for vital local cultural
services and encouraging creativity
locally, we will continue to embrace and
further the diversity of culture in Harrow
• Continue to prioritise keeping our
borough clean, safe and tidy
• Use our powers as a council to reduce
the number of unhealthy food shops
across the borough, tackling our obesity
and diabetes crisis and improving health
inequalities
• Provide advice clinics for new mothers
in our children’s centres, offering
support and guidance

• Make it easier to see relatives and
receive guests by treating Bank Holidays
as Sundays for parking restrictions
• Provide free parking permits in
Controlled Parking Zones for electric
vehicles
• Subsidise the costs of parking permits
for low-emissions vehicles in Controlled
Parking Zones
• Support those in times of sadness,
subsidising all costs of children’s
funerals

Implement a
once-in-a-generation
£1.75bn regeneration
of Harrow

With a future Labour government we will:
• Actively campaign for fair funding for
Harrow so we can keep council tax low
and protect vital public services
• Fund children and adult social services
properly, compared to the disastrous
cuts this government has overseen
• Campaign to protect our local police
services from closure and fund police
services appropriately
• Give the vote to 16 year olds and above
• Work to ensure Harrow is protected from
any adverse consequences from Brexit
negotiations; protecting the prosperity
of you and your family
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The first
council homes
to be built in a
generation in
Harrow

HELPING AND SUPPORTING
THOSE MOST IN NEED
The horrific tragedy of the Grenfell Tower
fire showed the great responsibilities local
authorities have in protecting those most in
need. As a Labour administration we have
fought to reduce inequality where we live,
and will continue to do so.
Since 2014 we have:
• Built the first council houses in Harrow in
over 30 years, to help tackle the housing
crisis in Britain
• Taken over the running, in the form of
our former Chief Executive Michael
Lockwood, of Grenfell Tower in
recognition of our competence in looking
after those most in need
• Achieved the lowest levels of ‘not in
education, employment or training’ in
London
• Worked with the domestic violence
charity Tavistock Relationships and
invested in helping prevent domestic
violence, helping carers, and those most
in need locally
• Secured sustainable employment for
500 vulnerable adults
• Delivered social value through improved
procurement and our council suppliers
by evaluating all contracts on the extent
to which they deliver social value to
our borough, leading to new jobs and
apprenticeships in Harrow
• Run the Mental Health challenge and
Thrive Harrow

As a Labour council we will:
• Tackle the disastrous housing crisis
by delivering the Harrow promise that
everyone should be able to live in a
quality home. We will tackle rogue
and irresponsible landlords, issuing
strict fines and penalties for those
taking advantage of families with
unacceptable living conditions. As
part of this, we will work to develop a
‘Charter of Rights’ for private renters
• Continue to build council houses,
with a target of 500 new dwellings in
Harrow - the first administration to do
so in over 30 years - to help families
living in sheltered accommodation
• Relentlessly focus on providing good
quality homes for all, to ensure we
look after those in all walks of life
• Stand up for you in the face of
continued enforced government cuts,
working with partners in the LGA
and wider sector to make our case
for properly investing the necessary
amount in councils
• Tackle fuel poverty in the borough,
investigating the development of an
in-house enterprise such as those
of other council to provide relief for
those suffering from fuel poverty
• Radically transform how we deliver
adult social care through our worldleading innovation programmes
• Go further with our homelessness
prevention and support plans - to deal
with the homelessness crisis caused
by Tory-led austerity
• Continue our investment in social
housing, to enable those who live in
the council’s housing stock to flourish
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• Work closely with our voluntary sector
colleagues, ensuring major councildecisions
have
had
appropriate
engagement with the voluntary sector
• Explore the introduction of automatic
charitable top-up funding for all council
payments
• Work with the voluntary sector to
continue to support and engage our
tremendous volunteers in the borough
• Work towards ensuring Harrow Council
suppliers pay the Living Wage
• Work with our local CCG partners to
deliver mental health and therapeutic
support through the Harrow Horizons
Service Commission
• Provide outreach mental health training
in schools through Thrive
• Provide exemption from Council Tax for
people leaving care for 6 months
• Launch an independent Low Pay
Commission in Harrow, to tackle the
issue of low wages in our borough
• Tax empty homes in the borough, helping
to increase the supply of quality housing
With a future Labour government we will:
• Campaign to reverse the unnecessary
and shocking ‘bedroom tax’
• Implement our policy of immediate
purchase of vacant houses, to tackle the
homelessness crisis
• Lift the Housing Revenue Account
borrowing cap, to address the housing
crisis
• Work to invest in more social and
‘affordable’ housing
• Ensure Britain is playing its role in
welcoming refugees and those in need
from around the world

Continue our
investment in social
housing stock

Protecting
our local
health services

PROTECTING OUR SCHOOLS,
NHS AND VITAL PUBLIC SERVICES
The Conservative government has run our
public services into the worst state in a
generation. As a Labour Party we believe in
the power of public services to make Britain
a better place for all.
Since 2014 we have:
• Fought with central government to get
back each Harrow resident’s stolen
£159 per annum from Harrow’s chronic
underfunding
• Refurbished and invested in our schools
across the borough
• Campaigned to protect Harrow schools
against the £10.5m cuts - equivalent to
208 teachers locally - proposed by the
government
• Worked with Transport for London and
Navin Shah AM to secure step-free
access to Harrow on the Hill station
• Worked with the Mayor’s office to
implement the ‘Hopper service’ of
unlimited one hour travel on buses in the
borough
• Introduced Time To Change pledge
supporting improved mental health
awareness and support in the council

As a Labour council we will:
• Protect our vital public services at
Northwick Park, our police and fire
stations, and schools - vigorously
fighting back against Tory cuts
• Work with our colleagues in the
police to fight the recent surge in
knife crime and keep Harrow’s
status as one of the safest
boroughs in London
• Collaborate with Transport for
London to ensure the night tube
is brought to the Metropolitan and

•
•

•

•
•

•

Piccadilly lines and improve transport
access across the borough
Work with the Mayor’s office to ensure
Tube fares are frozen until 2020
Continue to foster close collaboration
with our local vital public services, and
explore colocation of key services to
improve collaboration
Ensure we have sufficient GPs,
doctors, nurses, teachers, and social
workers for our residents in Harrow
through our ‘Key Worker Housing
Strategy’
Protect local residents from the impact
of increased school congestion,
ensuring access is safe and equitable
Invest around £20m in road paving,
cycling lanes, resurfacing and
maintenance, to improve the physical
infrastructure of the borough
Develop a Cycling Vision & Strategy
for Harrow, working with local
stakeholders and TfL to improve
cycling access in the borough

With a future Labour government we will:
• Fight to protect our treasured NHS
from debilitating Tory-enforced cuts,
and investing in our health service
again
• Properly fund social care services to
ensure parity of care for all
• Ensure mental health services are
properly funded
• End the public sector pay cap
• Reverse Universal Credit
• Reverse police cuts
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Our ‘Your Place,
Your Space’
council app

USING INNOVATION AND TECHNOLOGY TO MAKE
HARROW THE MOST EFFECTIVE AND SUSTAINABLE
COUNCIL
Amidst swingeing attacks on local
government services, we have worked with
entrepreneurialism and creativity to ensure
we are delivering the best value services
possible for you.
Since 2014 we have:
• Launched a series of commercialisation
programmes covering cookery schools,
consultancy, legal services, waste
management and much else, which
we successfully generate income from,
helping to fund essential council services
• Worked with our West London partners
and invested in the Severnside Energy
Recovery Centre (SERC), which allows
us to divert household waste away
from landfill, creating renewable energy
with enough electricity to power the
equivalent of 50,000 homes
• Created a world-leading partnership
with IBM Watson to use technology to
improve the delivery of adult social care
services
• Introduced a co-operative Credit Union,
serving those who live or work in the
borough
• Brought our libraries back in-house
• Had our standing as an effective council
well recognised, receiving a ‘Good’ CQC
rating, ‘Good’ Ofsted rating, and a ‘Very
Good’ rating as part of a challenging
Peer Review of local councils

As a Labour council we will:
• Review the number of councillors per
ward with a view to lowering the cost
of running the council
• Deliver our Waste Strategy to improve
our borough by increasing recycling
and waste reuse and reducing
household waste to be more efficient
and environmentally-friendly; we will
also make it easier and cheaper for
residents to dispose of larger items
• Work with the Mayor’s office to
proactively tackle pollution in Harrow
and improve air quality across the
borough, through introducing “no-go”
areas for high emissions vehicles and
incentivising electric vehicle usage
• Explore the implications and benefits
for Harrow residents of joining the
Greater London Mutual bank
• Consider in-house or non-profit
options for all operations and supplier
procurements
• Aim to ensure our new civic centre is a
zero-emissions council building
• Continue to improve accessibility
to council and wider services,
particularly for those with visual or
hearing impairment
• Continue to collaborate with leading
technology
providers
to
bring
innovation to transform how the
council works
• Work with the Mayor’s office to bring
5G to Harrow
• Create electric vehicle charging points
through the borough, to improve how
we care for our environment
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• Improve how we provide services to
local residents, continuing our bestpractice moves to online public services
whilst also supporting those who may be
‘digitally excluded’
• Open up Harrow Council data to foster
innovation
• Explore the use of crowdsourcing to
encourage civic engagement
• Make Harrow a ‘smartphone’ council,
with key services such as street cleaning
and fly-tipping reporting accessible
through an app
• Go paperless in meetings
• Improve access to the Harrow Recycling
Centre, particularly for local Harrow
residents
• Continue to work towards getting wider
representation in council decisionmaking, ensuring all voices are heard
With a future Labour government we will:
• Ensure the UK’s Industrial Strategy
reflects the skills base required to adopt
technological advancement locally
• Encourage investment in technology to
lower the cost of running public services
• Campaign to ensure local government
services are properly funded so they
can maintain access for the digitally
excluded
• Invest in sustainable energy and protect
our environment

SUPPORTING BUSINESS AND BUILDING
A LOCAL ECONOMY FOR ALL

Creating
hundreds of new
apprenticeships
in Harrow

Harrow is a place of incredible businesses,
people, hopes and opportunities. We need a
buoyant, sustainable and fair local economy
to help everyone realise their aspirations.
Since 2014 we have:
• Supported nearly 3,000 local businesses
through mentoring schemes, new
business associations and pop-up
spaces
• Created
town
centre
business
improvement districts, facilitating nearly
£3m of inward investment
• Improved our borough with artistic
spaces such as Arc House at Lowlands
Rec, urban parks and pavilions, and
improved Station Road high street
through better lighting, planters and
awnings
• Run jobs fairs, helping to create
employment in Harrow, ensuring we have
the lowest levels of “not-in-education,
employment or training” (NEETs) in
London
• Raised the number of 5-star rated Food
Standards Agency food premises to
85%, from a national target of 75%

As a Labour council we will:
• Create an incubator space for new
businesses and entrepreneurs at the
old Colart pencil factory
• Make it easier for local businesses to
thrive through simplifying licensing
and planning processes, keeping
streets clean and continuing 20
minutes free parking across the
borough
• Create new jobs and apprenticeships
for young people through our £1.75bn
regeneration scheme, and introduce
work experience placements in the
Council for young people in the
borough
• Run debt advice clinics for residents
of the borough, to tackle mounting
debt especially amongst young
people
• Investigate the development of a
Harrow Pension Scheme for young
people
• Work
with
local
stakeholders,
employers, education providers and
the GLA to develop a strategy on the
current and future employment needs
of the borough
• Tackle low wage rates in Harrow,
whilst supporting local businesses
with business rate relief to ensure they
can pay employees the London Living
Wage
• Support the development of a third
runway at Heathrow airport, bringing
vital jobs to the area
• Divest from fossil fuels in our pension
fund
• Be proactive in bidding for strategic
funds from central government to
bring new revenue streams into the
borough
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• Introduce a council lottery ticket fund
to support local grassroots voluntary
organisations
• Oppose any further expansion at RAF
Northolt airport
• Investigate the use of planning powers
and Article 4 directives to give residents
more power over local planning decisions
such as office to flat conversions,
targeted at reducing houses in multiple
occupation
With a future Labour government we will:
• Invest in our economy to deliver our
national vision of an economy that works
for the many, not the few
• Ensure businesses pay fair and equitable
taxation rates; clamping down on tax
avoidance
• Tackle low pay and wage inequality in
Britain
• Deal with the student debt crisis

LABOUR PARTY
CANDIDATES
HARROW EAST
Edgware

Canons

Kenton East

Queensbury

Harrow

HARROW WEST
James Lee

Marlborough

David Nash

Antonio Weiss

Anne Whitehead

Howard Bluston

Greenhill

Sue Anderson

Pinner

Jane Massey

Mrinal Choudhury

Keith Ferry

Sanjay Dighe

Jill Travers

Ghazanfar Ali

Ron Schneider

Niraj Dattani

Harrow on the Hill Honey Jamie

Hatch End

Stephen Hickman

Nish Patel

Dan Anderson

Adam Shabbir

Aneka Shah-Levy

Sarah Butterworth

Bill Stephenson

Michael Borio

Labiba Choudhury

Headstone Sth Simon Brown
Pamela Fitzpatrick
Sasi Suresh
West Harrow

Adam Swersky
Headstone Nth Aghileh Djafari-Marbini

Jim Lockie

Will Gee

Lesley Stackpoole
Lee Johnson

Kareema Marikar
Christine Robson

Laura Stackpoole
Stanmore Park Jeff Gallant

Wealdstone

Ann Groves

David Perry

Mohammed Gbadamosi

Kenton West

Pinner South

Nitin Parekh

Sachin Shah

Harrow Weald

Varsha Parmar

Angella Murphy-Strachan

Kiran Ramchandani
Belmont

RUISLIP, NORTHWOOD and PINNER

Endri Hattillari
Roxeth

Peymana Assad

Manju Raghwani

Jerry Miles

Sajid Parkar

Primesh Patel

James Holah

Roxbourne

Dean Gilligan

Shahania Choudhury

Maxine Henson

Ajay Maru

Graham Henson

Phillip O'Dell

Rayners Lane
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OUR KEY PLEDGES TO YOU

1

Build Harrow homes
for Harrow residents

2

Keep Harrow clean

3

Revitalise our
local economy

4

Protect our vital public
services against Tory cuts

Building a better Harrow
for the many, not the few
Harrow Labour Manifesto 2018

VOTE LABOUR
ON 3RD MAY
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